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size, or on the running time of a real Turing mahine) for Knapsak wouldimply a separation of P from PSPACE. In this paper we investigate similarquestions for smaller omplexity lasses. Our main result is the followingtransfer theorem.Theorem 1 P0Rovs = NP0Rovs if and only if P = NP.This implies for instane that Knapsak is in P0Rovs under the hypothesisP = NP, whih is a weaker hypothesis than P = PSPACE. Here P0Rovs standsfor the lass of deision problems that an be solved in polynomial time byparameter-free real Turing mahines over the struture Rovs (i.e., the onlylegal operations are +, � and <). The main result of [3℄ was that P0Rovs =PAR0Rovs is equivalent to P = PSPACE (PAR stands for \parallel polynomialtime"). The omplexity theory of Rovs has been studied in [4, 2℄. Morebakground on omputation over the reals and other algebrai struturesan be found in the textbooks [1, 8℄.In this paper, real Turing mahines will be parameter-free unless statedotherwise. Results for mahines with parameters follow from those forparameter-free mahines. For instane:Corollary 1 PRovs = NPRovs if and only if P=poly = NP=poly.Our proof of Theorem 1 relies on Meyer auf der Heide's onstrution oflinear deision trees for point loation in arrangements of hyperplanes [6, 7℄.Roughly speaking, we show in Theorem 2 that his onstrution an be madeuniform if a boolean NP orale is available. This result is established insetion 2, and omplexity-theoreti onsequenes are drawn in setion 3 (asa byprodut, we obtain the unexpeted result that problems suh as the realTraveling Salesman Problem or Knapsak are NPRovs-omplete for Turingmahine redutions). Here Theorem 3 is a key result: problems in NP0Rovsan be solved in polynomial time with the help of a boolean NP orale.Theorem 1, its orollary, and the ompleteness results just mentioned thenfollow immediately.In the order-free struture Rvs (where addition, subtration and equalitytests are the only operations allowed) the situation is quite di�erent thanin Rovs sine it is possible to prove the unonditional result PRvs 6= NPRvs ,as shown originally by Meer [5℄. It would be interesting to obtain otherseparation results in this struture. Unfortunately, for several questions(suh as the ollapse of the polynomial hierarhy PHRvs and the separation ofPHRvs from PARRvs) this turns out to be impossible with urrent tehniques:the transfer theorems in setion 4 show that these questions are as hard asoutstanding open problems from disrete omplexity theory.
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2 Point loation in an arrangement of hyperplanesWe �rst reall some terminology regarding arrangements of hyperplanes.Let H = fh1; : : : ; hmg be a set of hyperplanes in Rn . We denote by h+iand h�i the two open half-spaes de�ned by hi. For a point x 2 Rn ,we set zi(x) = 0 if x 2 hi and zi(x) = 1 (respetively, �1) if x 2 h+i(respetively, x 2 h�i ). We de�ne '(x) = (z1(x); : : : ; zm(x)). The faesof the arrangement A(H) are by de�nition the lasses of the equivalenerelation x � y , '(x) = '(y) on Rn . The dimension of a fae is thedimension of its aÆne losure; a fae of dimension 0 is alled a vertex, anda fae of dimension n a ell.We an now state the problem. Let Hn be the set of all hyperplanesde�ned by equations with integer oeÆients in f�2t(n); : : : ; 2t(n)g, wheret is some �xed polynomial. We say that an algorithm solves the loationproblem (for the family of arrangements Ht = (Hn)n2N) if, on an input point(x1; : : : ; xn) 2 Rn , it omputes a systemS = � fi(y) < 0 i = 1; : : : ; pgj(y) = 0 j = 1; : : : ; rmade up of p + r = nO(1) aÆne (in)equations with integer polynomial-sizeoeÆients suh that the set of points PS of Rn satisfying S is inluded ina fae of A(Hn), and x 2 PS .Theorem 2 The loation problem for Ht is in FP0Rovs(NP) for any polyno-mial t 2 Z[X℄. This means that a system loating the input point an beomputed in polynomial time by a Turing mahine over Rovs using a booleanNP orale.De�ning formally the model of \real Turing mahine with a boolean orale"used in this theorem would be tedious but ompletely straightforward. Theidea is that suh a Turing mahine an only use the instrutions \write-0" or\write-1" to write on its orale tape. This ensures that the orale query is aword of f0; 1g�, despite the fat that the other tapes of the Turing mahinemay ontain arbitrary real numbers.Before proving the theorem we have to make an observation about(parameter-free) algorithms over the struture Rovs . By running suh analgorithm on the formal input (X1; : : : ;Xn) and taking all possible pathsinto aount, it is lear that eah test is of the form Pni=1 aiXi + an+1 > 0(ai 2 Z). Thus, to a test on an input of length n orresponds an orientedhyperplane of Rn (having an equation with integer oeÆients). This allowsus to de�ne a notion of size for the oeÆients of tests:Remark 1 All tests performed by a program running in time q(n) haveoeÆients bounded by 2q(n). 3



Let t be a polynomial in Z[X℄, and Ln � Rn the union of the hyperplanes inthe arrangement Hn de�ned in setion 2. Before solving the point loationproblem for Hn we will desribe an algorithm for reognizing Ln. The unionof the Ln for n � 1 is a language of R1 denoted Lt.Proposition 1 For any polynomial t, Lt is in P0Rovs(NP).The remainder of this setion is devoted to the proof of Proposition 1 andTheorem 2. The algorithms are based on a onstrution of Meyer auf derHeide [6, 7℄, who has desribed families of polynomial depth linear dei-sion trees deiding unions of hyperplanes.1 We shall build a uniform ma-hine with an orale in NP performing the same omputation. The proofof Proposition 1 is in three steps: in setion 2.1 we desribe an algorithmfor deiding a union of hyperplanes on [�1; 1℄n. The size of the tests in thisalgorithm is analyzed in setion 2.2, and the algorithm for deiding a unionof hyperplanes in Rn is then obtained in setion 2.3. Finally, this algorithmis turned into a point loation algorithm in setion 2.4.2.1 Deiding a union of hyperplanes on a ubeWe now desribe a reursive method for deiding Ln = Sh2Hn h on [�1; 1℄n.Lemma 1 There is a P0Rovs(NP) algorithm whih, for any input x 2 Rn ,deides whether x 2 Ln \ [�1; 1℄n.For the omplete proof that the algorithm desribed below really isP0Rovs(NP) we need polynomial size bounds on the oeÆients of tests. Thesebounds are established in setion 2.2.Given a point y 2 Rn and a set A � Rn , we denote by A�(y;A) theaÆne losure of fyg [ A, and by P (y;A) = f�y + (1 � �)x; x 2 A; � < 1gthe pyramid of top y and base A. Reursion on the dimension n of the ubeis made possible by the following lemma.Lemma 2 (Meyer auf der Heide) Let S = fh1; : : : ; hpg be a set of hy-perplanes in Rn suh that the intersetion I = Tpi=1 hi in nonempty. LetA be a polytope on a hyperplane h0 whih does not ontain I, and let s bea point in I n h0. If a program deides L0 = Spi=1 hi \ h0 on A, then theprogram obtained by replaing eah test h0 by A�(s; h0) (with the appropriatesign) deides L = Spi=1 hi on P (s;A).Let x 2 P (s;A). The previous lemma is lear when we notie the equiv-alene x 2 h1 [ : : : [ hp , (sx) \ h0 2 (h1 \ h0) [ : : : [ (hp \ h0) :1As mentioned in the introdution, he has also desribed families of linear deisiontrees solving the whole loation problem. 4



Now we need a de�nition. A number r > 0 is a oarseness of aset of hyperplanes h1; : : : ; hk of Rn if, for any ball B of radius r, eitherfhi; hi \ B 6= ;g = ; or Thi\B 6=; hi 6= ;. Let rn be a oarseness of Hn. In[7℄ it is shown that one an take 1=rn = nn222n2t(n)+O(n2).Here is how the algorithm works.If n = 1 we an deide whether x 2 Ln by binary searh (no NP orale isneeded). We now assume that n > 1, and set H0n = Hn.. Step 1.We subdivide the ube C1n = [�1; 1℄n in little ubes with radius smallerthan rn (i.e., with edge length smaller than 2rn=pn). By binary searhon eah oordinate, we �nd a little ube 1n suh that x 2 1n. Let us allH1n = fh 2 H0n; h \ 1n 6= ;g. There are two ases :(i) H1n = ;.(ii) Otherwise, Th2H1n h 6= ; by de�nition of oarseness.We an hek with a boolean NP algorithm whether (i) holds, and rejetthe input if this is the ase. If it turns out that we are in ase (ii) weompute in polynomial time with the help of a boolean NP orale a points1n in I1 = Th2H1n h. In order to do this we will in fat ompute a stritlydereasing sequene E1; : : : ; Ej of aÆne subspaes suh that E1 is an elementof H1n and Ej = I1 (note that j � n). Sine the ondition H1n 6= ; is inNP, we an ompute E1 by pre�x searh with an NP orale. Ei+1 an beomputed from Ei as follows. If it turns out that Ei � h for all h 2 H1n wean halt with I1 = Ei. This ondition an again be heked with a booleanNP orale. Otherwise there exists h 2 H1n suh that dim(h\Ei) = dimEi�1(sine we are in ase (ii) the ase h\Ei = ; is not possible). Suh an h anbe determined by pre�x searh, and we set Ei+1 = Ei \ h. Finally, whenEj = I1 has been determined we an easily ompute a point s1n on this aÆnespae (e.g. by �xing some oordinates 0). If x = s1n we aept the input.Otherwise we repeat the same proedure in dimension n � 1 as explainedbelow.First we determine a fae f1n of the ube C1n suh that x is in P (s1n; f1n),the pyramid of top s1n and base f1n. Let g1n be the aÆne losure of f1n(the equation of g1n is of the form xi = �1). Then Lemma 2 applies, so itremains to solve a (n � 1)-dimensional problem: deide whether the point(s1nx)\ f1n lies on Sh2H1n(g1n \ h) on the (n� 1)-dimensional ube [�1; 1℄n�1of g1n. An important point is that if r is a oarseness of a set fh; h1; : : : ; hpgof hyperplanes, then r is a oarseness of h \ h1; : : : ; h \ hp on h. Sine thehyperplane whih plays the role of h (namely g1n) is an element of Hn, thiswill allow us to subdivide the (n � 1)-dimensional ube with the same rn(and this remains true at further steps of the reursion).5



. Step k (1 < k � n).At this step, we work on the ube Ckn = [�1; 1℄n�k+1 of the aÆne spaefxi1 = "1; : : : ; xik�1 = "k�1g with a projeted point xk (the values of "j 2f�1; 1g and of the ij depend on whih fae of Cjn was hosen as base ofthe pyramid at step j). We subdivide Ckn in smaller ubes, and then loatexk in a little ube kn of Ckn. Note that the oordinates of xk need not beomputed expliitly. Instead, a test h0 on xk is done by performing thetest A�(s1n; (A�(s2n;A�(: : : ;A�(sk�1n ; h0) : : :) on x. Let Hkn be the subset ofhyperplanes of Hn that interset all little ubes 1n; : : : ; kn found up to stepk. We know that if x lies on an hyperplane of Hn, this point must in fatlie on an hyperplane of Hkn. If Hkn = ; we rejet x as in step (i). Otherwisewe ompute a point skn 2 Th2Hkn h as in step (ii). If k = n we aept x ifx = skn, and rejet otherwise. If k < n we determine ik and "k, and go onestep further into the reursion.2.2 CoeÆients of tests in the loation algorithmWhat is the running time of the proedure desribed in setion 2.1? Asrn = 2nO(1) , loating a point in a small ube by binary searh always takespolynomial time. Moreover, it is lear that the number of operations per-formed (over Z) to ompute the oeÆients of tests is polynomially bounded.To make sure that the algorithm is really P0Rovs(NP), it just remains to hekthat the oeÆients of these tests are of polynomial size. For this we needa bound on oeÆient size for hyperplanes of Rn given as aÆne hulls of npoints.Lemma 3 Let v1; : : : ; vn�1 be linearly independent vetors of Rn withinteger oordinates bounded by A in absolute value. The hyperplaneVet(v1; : : : ; vn�1) has an equation with integer oeÆients bounded byAn�1(n� 1)(n�1)=2 in absolute value.Proof. An equation of this hyperplane is det(v1; : : : ; vn�1; x) = 0. Its oef-�ients are (n� 1)� (n� 1) minors with entries bounded by A in absolutevalue. The result then follows from the Hadamard inequality (e.g., [9℄ p. 7).2Corollary 2 Let a1; : : : ; an be n points of Rn suh that their aÆne hull His an hyperplane.(i) If the ai's have integer oordinates bounded by B in absolute value, Hhas an equation with integer oeÆients bounded by Bnnn=2 in absolutevalue.(ii) If the ai's have rational oordinates with numerators and denomina-tors bounded by C in absolute value, H has an equation with integeroeÆients bounded by Cn2+nnn=2 in absolute value.6



Proof. For (i), let ai be the point of Rn+1 with its �rst n oordinates equal tothose of ai, and its last oordinate equal to 1. By Lemma 3, Vet(a1; : : : ; an)has an equation of the form �1x1 + � � � + �nxn + �n+1xn+1 = 0 where the�i's are integers bounded by Bnnn=2 in absolute value. An equation of H isthen �1x1 + � � �+ �nxn + �n+1 = 0.In ase (ii), write ai = (pij=qij)1�j�n where pij and qij are integersbounded by C in absolute value. Next, perform the hange of variable yj =Qni=1 qij �xj for j = 1; : : : ; n. In the y oordinates, the omponents of the ai'sare integers bounded by Cn in absolute value. It follows from (i) that in thesenew oordinates, H has an equation of the form �1y1 + � � � + �nyn +  = 0with oeÆients bounded by Cn2nn=2 in absolute value. Going bak to thex oordinates yields the desired bound. 2When the algorithm is run in dimension n, test hyperplanes are of theform fn Æ : : : Æ fs+1(hs) with fi : h 7! A�(sn+1�in ; h) and hs a hyperplanereated in dimension s (that is, at step n� s+1 of the algorithm). We all\initial hyperplane" suh an hyperplane.The tops of the pyramids are the points y that appear in the funtionsf : h 7! A�(y; h). Suh a point y lies in I = Th2Hn�s+1n h. If dim I > 0,we add some equations of the form xi = 0 to obtain an intersetion reduedto a point. We obtain y by Cramer's rule: y = (n1=d; : : : ; ns=d) wherejdj; jnij � (2t(n))nnn=2 sine Hn�s+1n � Hn.The initial hyperplanes are of three kinds:(a) The intersetion x0 of h 2 Hn�s+1n with a one-dimensional aÆne spaeof the form fxi1 = "1; : : : ; xin�1 = "n�1g (with "i 2 f�1; 1g).(b) The hyperplanes used to test in whih pyramid the point lies. They areof the form h = A�(y; f) where f is the intersetion of two faes of theube [�1; 1℄s in the s-dimensional spae fxi1 = "i1 ; : : : ; xin�s = "in�sg(with "i 2 f�1; 1g).() The hyperplanes used to deompose the unit ube in smaller ubes.As the bound for () dominates the bounds for (a) and (b), we onlude thatin Rn eah test hyperplane is the aÆne hull of n points with rational oor-dinates having numerators and denominators bounded by dpn=2e(1=rn) �nn222n2t(n)+O(n2) in absolute value. Call C this bound. By Corollary 2,eah test hyperplane has an equation with integer oeÆients bounded byCn2+nnn=2 in absolute value. As a onsequene, the length of these oeÆ-ients is polynomial in n.
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2.3 Deiding a union of hyperplanes on RnLet ~Hn be the family of hyperplanes of Rn+1 de�ned by equations of theform Pni=1 aixi � bxn+1 = 0 where b and the ai's are integers bounded inabsolute value by 2t(n), and (a1; : : : ; an; b) 6= 0. ~Hn is obtained from Hn bytransforming eah hyperplane h 2 Hn of Rn of equation Pni=1 aixi = b intothe hyperplane ~h of Rn+1 of equation Pni=1 aixi � bxn+1 = 0. We desribebelow a P0Rovs(NP) algorithm whih reognizes the union of the hyperplanesin ~Hn. Proposition 1 will follow by setting xn+1 = 1.On a nonzero input ~x 2 Rn+1 this algorithm �rst determines a faef of the ube [�1; 1℄n+1 suh that ~x 2 P (0; f) (if ~x = 0 we an aeptdiretly). Let f be the aÆne losure of f and y = (0~x) \ f . Sine thehyperplanes of ~Hn have a ommon intersetion point in 0Rn+1 , ~x lies onan hyperplane of this family if and only if y lies on an hyperplane of f inthe family Hn = f~h \ f ; ~h 2 ~Hng. Note that Hn is exatly the familyof hyperplanes of f de�ned by equations with integers oeÆients boundedby 2t(n) in absolute value. Given y one an therefore use the P0Rovs(NP)algorithm of Lemma 1 to deide whether this point lies on an hyperplane ofHn. Let T be the orresponding orale Turing mahine. It is not possibleto ompute expliitly the oordinates of y from those of ~x sine we workwith multipliation-free mahines. However, on input ~x we an emulate thebehavior of T on input y. This is done as in setion 2.1: in order to test theposition of y with respet to an hyperplane h of f , we test the position of ~xwith respet to A�(0; h). The orresponding algorithm remains P0Rovs(NP).This ompletes the proof of Proposition 1.2.4 Proof of the loation theoremWe are now ready for the proof of Theorem 2. Let x = (x1; : : : ; xn) be thepoint to be loated. We use a perturbation method to turn the algorithmof setion 2.3 into a point loation algorithm. Set ~x = (x1+ "1; : : : ; xn+ "n)where �1; : : : ; �n are in�nitely small, positive, and "1 � �2 � � � � � "n. Nowwe run on input ~x the algorithm of Proposition 1 for deiding Ln = Sh2Hn h.Of ourse we know in advane that ~x will be rejeted sine this input doesnot lie on any hyperplane with integer oeÆients; the point is that theolletion of all tests performed on ~x during the exeution of this algorithmis a system whih loates ~x in A(Hn). Let ~S = ff1(y) < 0; : : : ; fq(y) < 0gbe this system. Then for eah i we test whether fi(x) < 0 or fi(x) = 0:this yields a new system S, whih loates x in A(Hn). Moreover the sizeonditions are ful�lled: S is made of nO(1) aÆne (in)equations with integersoeÆients of size nO(1).
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3 Transfer theorems for RovsWe �rst reall some notations and results on the struture Rovs = (R;+;�; <) of the reals with addition and order. A real language (or real problem)is a subset of R1 = `n2N Rn . The boolean part BP(L) of a languageL � R1 is by de�nition L \ f0; 1g1. For a lass C of real languages,BP(C) = fBP(L); L 2 Cg.Fat 1 BP(P0Rovs) = P; BP(NP0Rovs) = NP; BP(PRovs) = P=poly andBP(NPRovs) = NP=poly.We reall that NDP0Rovs is a \digital" version of NP0Rovs where erti�atesare required to be boolean. More preisely, a problem A � R1 is in NDP0Rovsif there exists B 2 P0Rovs and a polynomial p suh thatx = (x1; : : : ; xn) 2 A, 9z 2 f0; 1gp(n)hx; zi 2 B :Fat 2 NP0Rovs = NDP0Rovs.The proofs of these results an be found in [4℄ and [2℄. We an now stateand prove a key transfer theorem.Theorem 3 NP0Rovs � P0Rovs(NP).Proof. Let L 2 NP0Rovs. By Fat 2, there exists A 2 P0Rovs and a polynomialr suh that (x1; : : : ; xn) 2 L, 9z 2 f0; 1gr(n)hx; zi 2 A:For any x 2 Rn and z 2 f0; 1gr(n), the ondition hx; zi 2 A an be heked inpolynomial time t(n) by a Turing mahine T over Rovs , and the polynomialt depends only on A. Let Hn be the set of all hyperplanes of Rn withoeÆients in f�2t(n); : : : ; 2t(n)g. For any z 2 f0; 1gr(n), if we run Ah:; zi onthe formal input (X1; : : : ;Xn), eah test is of the formPni=1 aiXi+an+1 > 0,with ai in f�2t(n); : : : ; 2t(n)g. As a onsequene, L \ Rn is a union of faesof A(Hn). The P0Rovs(NP) algorithm deiding L works in two steps.First, the input x = (x1; : : : ; xn) is loated inA(Hn). By Theorem 2, thisan be done in FP0Rovs(NP). The output is a system S of nO(1) (in)equationsof the form hi(x) < 0 or hi(x) = 0 suh that the hi's have polynomial sizeoeÆients and the set PS of the points of Rn satisfying S is inluded in afae of A(Hn).Then it remains to hek whether PS is inluded in L or in its omple-ment. This an be done by a standard NP algorithm: we guess a erti�atez 2 f0; 1gr(n) and an aepting omputation path of T . The set of inputsof Rn whih given z follow this omputation path is a polyhedron P de-�ned by a system of linear inequalities of polynomial size. We aept x if9



P \ PS 6= ;. This linear programming problem an be solved in polynomialtime. (Another method onsists in guessing a rational point q 2 PS withsmall oordinates { suh a point exists, see [4℄ { and then running T onhq; zi). 2Remark 2 Other inlusions an be obtained with this method. The pointloation algorithm desribed above an be used for any real language L in aomplexity lass C0Rovs � PAR0Rovs. Then it remains to hek whether the re-sulting polyhedron PS is inluded in L or in its omplement. If C is \reason-able", this will be feasible in CZ2. For example, we have PP0Rovs � P0Rovs(PP),(�kRovs)0 � P0Rovs(�k) for k 2 N and PAR0Rovs � P0Rovs(PSPACE). Ofourse we have (�kRovs)0 � P0Rovs(�k) too. For BPP, we only obtainBPP0Rovs � P0Rovs(NP� BPP) where � is the join operation.The results stated in the introdution (Theorem 1 and its orollary) arediret onsequenes of Theorem 3.Proof of Theorem 1. If P0Rovs = NP0Rovs , P = NP by Fat 1. The onversefollows immediately from Theorem 3. 2Proof of Corollary 1. If PRovs = NPRovs , P=poly = NP=poly byFat 1. For the onverse, onsider a problem A in NPRovs . There ex-ists B 2 NP0Rovs and parameters �1; : : : ; �p suh that (x1; : : : ; xn) 2 A ,(x1; : : : ; xn; �1; : : : ; �p) 2 B. By Theorem 3 B 2 P0Rovs(NP), hene B 2P0Rovs(P=poly) by the assumption P=poly = NP=poly. Enoding the adviefuntion in an additional parameter yields B 2 PRovs , therefore A 2 PRovstoo. 2We will now give a ompleteness result. For a real language L � R1 , letus de�ne the integer part of L asIP(L) = [n2Nfhp1; : : : ; pni; (p1; : : : ; pn) 2 L and p1; : : : ; pn 2 Zg:For a real omplexity lass C, we set IP(C) = fIP(L); L 2 Cg.Lemma 4 Let A � R1 be suh that IP(A) is Turing NP-hard. Then A isTuring NP0Rovs-hard.Proof. By Theorem 3, NP0Rovs � P0Rovs(NP). As IP(A) is NP-hard,P0Rovs(NP) � P0Rovs(IP(A)), and of ourse P0Rovs(IP(A)) � P0Rovs(A). HereIP(A) is a boolean language used as a boolean orale: as explained afterTheorem 2, suh an orale only handles inputs made of 0's and 1's. Weonlude that NP0Rovs � P0Rovs(A). 210



Let us reall the de�nitions of two lassial real languages. The realknapsak problem KnapsakR is de�ned byKnapsakR \ Rn+1 = f(x1; : : : ; xn; s); 9u1; : : : ; un 2 f0; 1g; nXi=1 uixi = sg :The traveling salesman problem TSPR is the set of pairs (A; d) where Ais a distane matrix of f1; : : : ; ng and d 2 R+ , suh that there exists aHamiltonian tour over f1; : : : ; ng of length at most d. The �nal result ofthis setion follows immediately from Lemma 4.Proposition 2 KnapsakR and TSPR are Turing NP0Rovs-omplete.4 The polynomial hierarhy over RvsThe result PRvs 6= NPRvs was proved by Meer [5℄. In this setion we showthat similar arguments an be used to separate the lowest levels of thepolynomial hierarhy PHRvs . Separating the higher levels of the hierarhyis essentially \impossible" due to the transfer theorems established in se-tion 4.2. These results rely on elementary observations on the strutureof subsets of Rn de�nable in Rvs (see Lemma 6 and Lemma 7 in partiu-lar). In the following, these subsets will simply be alled \de�nable sets".Remember that de�nable sets are de�nable without quanti�ers sine Rvsadmits quanti�er elimination. Consequently, a de�nable set is nothing buta boolean ombination of hyperplanes.As in the rest of the paper, we work with parameter-free mahines unlessstated otherwise. We point out in Remark 4 at the end of the paper that it isstraightforward to generalize our transfer theorems to the ase of mahineswith parameters.We �rst reall the generi path method. Let M be a mahine over Rvsstopping on all inputs, and L the language deided byM . Given n 2 N nf0g,we set Ln = L \ Rn . The generi path in M for inputs of size n is the pathobtained by answering no to all tests of the form 00h(x) = 0 ?00 (unless h = 0,in whih ase we answer yes).This de�nition is e�etive in the sense that the generi path an befollowed by runningM on the formal input (X1; : : : ;Xn). IfM is parameter-free this omputation an be arried out on a lassial Turing mahine.Moreover, if M works in time t(n), it takes time O(nt(n)2) to apply thegeneri path method, and the tests that are performed by M along thispath an be omputed e�etively. Let us all fh1; : : : ; hrg these tests. Wehave r � t(n), and these hyperplanes have the following property: if theinputs following the generi path are rejeted, Ln � h1 [ : : : [ hr; otherwisethese inputs are aepted and Ln � h1 [ : : : [ hr.11



Note that the generi path method an be applied to an aÆne subspaeX � Rn instead of Rn , in whih ase we answer yes to a test 00h(x) = 0 ?00 ifand only if X � h. Remember also that a de�nable subset A of Rn is denseon X i� it ontains an open dense subset of X, and that this is equivalentto dimA\X = dimX. We summarize these observations in a lemma whihwill be used in setion 4.2. In this lemma, Sysn denotes the set of systemsof aÆne equations in n variables with oeÆients in Z. For S 2 Sysn, PSdenotes the aÆne subspae of Rn de�ned by S.Lemma 5 Let A be a language of R1 and An = A \ Rn . We denote byLn the set of systems S 2 Sysn suh that An is dense in PS, and by L thelanguage Sn�1 Ln. Assume that A 2 C0Rvs, with C = PAR or C = �k forsome k 2 N. Then L 2 CZ2.Proof. Note that An is de�nable for any A 2 C0Rvs (this is in fat truefor any reursive language of R1vs ). This set is dense in PS i� a generipoint of PS belongs to A. We an therefore apply the generi point methoddesribed above. More preisely, onsider �rst the ase A 2 P0Rvs . Givena test hyperplane h, we an deide in polynomial time whether PS � h bylinear algebra (for instane, we preompute d = dim(PS) and d + 1 pointsx1; : : : ; xd+1 suh that PS = A�(x1; : : : ; xd+1); then we delare that PS � hif xi 2 h for all i = 1; : : : ; d + 1). The same remark applies to the aseC = PAR sine test hyperplanes still have polynomial-size oeÆients in thisase. We onlude that L is in P if A 2 P0Rvs , and L is in PARZ2 = PSPACEif A 2 PAR0Rvs .If A 2 (�kRvs)0 for some k � 1 we use the equivalene between real andboolean alternation for Rvs [2℄: there exists a polynomial p and B 2 P0Rvssuh that for any x 2 Rn , x 2 A i�Q1y1 2 f0; 1gp(n) � � �Qkyk 2 f0; 1gp(n)hx; y1; : : : ; yki 2 B(the quanti�ers Qi alternate, starting with Q1 = 9). The set An is dense inPS i� the statementQ1y1 2 f0; 1gp(n) � � �Qkyk 2 f0; 1gp(n)Fn(y1; : : : ; yk) (1)is true. Here Fn(y1; : : : ; yk) stands for: \fx 2 Rn ; hx; y1; : : : ; yki 2 Bg isdense in PS". Sine B 2 P0Rvs , we know that Fn(y1; : : : ; yk) an be deidedin polynomial time by the generi point method. Therefore (1) shows thatL 2 �k. 2Note that in the ase C = �k it is really neessary to go to boolean quanti�-ation before applying the generi point method (think for instane of theset of points x 2 R de�ned by the formula 9y x = y).12



4.1 Separation of Lower LevelsIt was pointed out in [10℄ that the Twenty Questions problem might be aplausible witness to the separation PC 6= NPC . Formally, this problem isde�ned as follows:TQ = [n2Nf(x1; : : : ; xn) 2 Rn ; x1 2 f0; : : : ; 2n � 1gg:Here we show that Twenty Questions an be used to separate �1Rvs from�1Rvs .Proposition 3 TQ 2 �1Rvs ��1Rvs .Proof. We reall from [10℄ that TQ 2 �1Rvs sine the restrition of this prob-lem to Rn is TQn = f(x1; : : : ; xn); 9u1; : : : ; un 2 f0; 1g x1 =Pi 2i�1uig.Assume by ontradition that TQ 2 �1Rvs : TQn is therefore the interse-tion of a �nite number of sets Ai of the form Ai = Li \Rn where Li 2 P0Rvs .Sine TQn is not dense in Rn , there exists an Ai0 whih is also not dense inRn . The generi path method then implies that Ai0 is inluded in the unionof nO(1) hyperplanes. This is impossible sine TQn is made of 2n distinthyperplanes. 2Proposition 4 (�2Rvs \�2Rvs)� (�1Rvs [�1Rvs) 6= ;.Proof. Consider the following language:L = Sn2N f(x1; : : : ; xn); 9u1; : : : ; un 2 f0; 1g 8v1; : : : ; vn 2 f0; 1gx1 =Pi 2i�1ui and x2 6=Pj 2j�1vjg:The two quanti�er bloks in this de�nition an be swapped, whene L 2�2Rvs \ �2Rvs . Assume now that L 2 �1Rvs . The restrition Ln = L \ Rn istherefore a �nite union of sets Ai of the form Li \Rn where Li 2 P0Rvs . Oneof these sets, say Ai0 , must be dense in the subspae S = fx 2 Rn ; x1 = 0g.The generi path method applied to Li0 on this subspae shows that Ai0 \Sis inluded in the union of nO(1) hyperplanes. This is impossible sine L\Sis the union of 2n hyperplanes. A similar argument applied to S0 = fx 2Rn ; x2 = 1=2g shows that L 62 �1Rvs . 24.2 Transfer Theorems for the Polynomial HierarhyIn this setion we show that it will be onsiderably harder to separate thehigher levels of PHRvs than the lower levels. We begin with two lemmas.Lemma 6 is a remark on the struture of de�nable subsets of Rn , and inLemma 7 we build a generi �2Rvs formula deiding a de�nable set A withthe help of the prediate dimS \ A = dimS (the variable S represents anaÆne subset of Rn). 13



Lemma 6 Any nonempty de�nable set A � Rn an be written asA = Ek n (Ek�1 n (: : : nE0))where Ei is a �nite union of aÆne subspaes, Ei�1 ( Ei, Ei = Ei nEi�1,and k � dimA.Proof. If dimA = 0 the result is learly true sine A is a �nite set ofpoints. Assume by indution that the result is true for all de�nable sets ofdimension at most d � 1, and let A be a de�nable set of dimension d. Thetopologial losure A of A is a �nite union of aÆne subspaes. If A = A weset k = 0 and Ek = A. Otherwise, onsider the de�nable set A1 = A n A.Sine dimA1 � d� 1, for some k � d one an write by indution hypothesisA1 = Ek�1 n (Ek�2 n (� � � n E0)) with Ei a �nite union of aÆne subspaes,Ei�1 ( Ei, Ei = Ei n Ei�1. Sine A = A n A1, we an take Ek = A. 2Lemma 7 For any de�nable set A � Rn we have:(x1; : : : ; xn) 2 A, 9S18S2x 2 S1 ^ dimA \ S1 = dimS1^(dimA \ S1 \ S2 < dimS1 \ S2 ) x 62 S1 \ S2)where S1 et S2 are aÆne subspaes of Rn .Proof. The result is learly true if A = ;. Otherwise, write A = Ek n (Ek�1 n(: : :nE0)) as in Lemma 6. Let x 2 A and i0 = minfi; i = k mod 2; x 2 Eig.Then x 62 Ei0�1: if x belonged to Ei0�1, sine x 2 A there would exist i < i0suh that i = k mod 2 and x 2 Ei. This would be in ontradition with theminimality of i0.We �rst show the impliation from left to right: let S1 be a maximal aÆnesubspae in Ei0 ontaining x. Sine x 2 S1 and x62Ei0�1 the strit inlusionS1 \ Ei0�1 ( S1 holds. Hene dimS1 n Ei0�1 = dimS1 and dimA \ S1 =dimS1. At last, if dimA \ S1 \ S2 < dimS1 \ S2, then S1 \ S2 � Ei0�1.Thus x 62 S1 \ S2.Conversely, assume now that x satis�es the formula for S1 = S. SineA\S is de�nable, by Lemma 6 we an write A\S = Ek n (Ek�1 n (: : : nE0)).Here Ek = A \ S = S (the seond equality follows from dimA \ S = S).Ek�1 is a �nite union of aÆne subspaes. For any subspae S2 in this unionwe have dimA \ S \ S2 < dimS \ S2, therefore x62S \ S2. This shows thatx62Ek�1, hene x 2 A \ S. 2Remark 3 If the de�nable set A in the above lemma is a boolean ombi-nation of hyperplanes with oeÆients in some subset D � R, then we anquantify only on aÆne subspaes de�ned by systems of aÆne equations withoeÆients in D. 14



We an now state and prove our transfer theorems for Rvs . Note thatthere is a two level shift in Theorem 4 and Theorem 5.Theorem 4 P = PSPACE) PAR0Rvs = (�2Rvs)0 \ (�2Rvs)0.Proof. Let us assume that P = PSPACE, and let L 2 PAR0Rvs be deidedby a family of P-uniform iruits with depth t(n). It is enough to show thatPAR0Rvs = (�2Rvs)0 sine PAR0Rvs is losed under omplement. By Lemma 7,L is deided by the following (�2Rvs)0 formula:(x1; : : : ; xn) 2 L, 9S18S2x 2 PS1 ^ dimLn \ PS1 = dimPS1^(dimLn \ PS1[S2 < dimPS1[S2 ) x 62 PS1[S2)where Ln = L \ Rn , S1 and S2 are systems of at most n aÆne equationswith oeÆients in f�2t(n); : : : ; 2t(n)g (Remark 3), and PS is the subspaeof Rn de�ned by S. By Lemma 5 the ondition dimLn \ PS = dimPS anbe heked in PSPACE, and therefore in P by hypothesis. 2Theorem 5 For all k � 0:PH = �k ) PH0Rvs = (�k+2Rvs )0:Proof. Consider a problem L 2 PH0Rvs : we have L 2 (�qRvs)0 for someq � 0. As in the proof of the previous theorem, we use the �2 formulafrom Lemma 7. Sine PH0Rvs � PAR0Rvs , by Remark 3 we an still quantifyon systems of equations with oeÆients in f�2p(n); : : : ; 2p(n)g, for somepolynomial p. By Lemma 5 the ondition dimPS \ Ln = dimPS an beheked in �q, and thus in �k by hypothesis. Putting the resulting formulain prenex form shows that L 2 (�k+2Rvs )0. 2Our �nal transfer theorem is based on a slightly di�erent tehnique.Theorem 6 P = NP) (�1Rvs)0 \ (�1Rvs)0 = P0Rvs.Proof. Consider a problem L 2 (�1Rvs)0 \ (�1Rvs)0. Sine L 2 (�1Rvs)0, thereexists A 2 P0Rvs and a polynomial p suh thatL = fx 2 R1 ; 9u 2 f0; 1gp(jxj) hx; ui 2 Ag:There is also a problem B 2 P0Rvs and a polynomial q suh thatL = fx 2 R1 ; 8v 2 f0; 1gq(jxj) hx; vi 2 Bgsine L 2 (�1Rvs)0: We write Ani = fx 2 Rn ; hx; ii 2 Ag and Bnj = fx 2Rn ; hx; ji 2 Bg. With these notations, we have Ln = Si2f0;1gp(n) Ani =Tj2f0;1gq(n) Bnj where Ln = L \ Rn . Both languages A and B are deidablein polynomial time; let t be a polynomial suh that t(n) is an upper boundon the omputation time required to:15



(i) deide A on inputs of the form hx; ui with x 2 Rn and u 2 Rp(n) ;(ii) deide B on inputs of the form hx; vi with x 2 Rn and v 2 Rq(n) .Let us onsider the two ases: dimLn < n or dimLn = n. In the �rstase, one of the Bni , say Bni0 , must be suh that dimBni0 < n sine Ln is the(�nite) intersetion of the Bni . As Ln � Bni0 , by the generi point argumentLn is inluded in the union of t(n) aÆne subspaes hk of dimension n� 1.In the ase dimLn = n, there must exist Ani0 suh that dimAni0 = n. Now(Ln) = Ti(Ani ) � (Ani0). Therefore the omplement of Ln is inluded inthe union of t(n) aÆne subspaes hk of dimension n � 1. Moreover, therestrition of Ln to a hyperplane hk (or even any hyperplane) has the samestruture.We now explain how L an be deided in P0Rvs under the hypothesisP = NP. Let x be an input in Rn . At the �rst step, we use the generipath method to hek whether dimLn < n or dimLn = n (this is an NPproblem). First ase: dimLn < n. Then we guess j 2 f0; 1gq(n) suh thatdimBnj < n. Using again the generi path method, we ompute at mostt(n) hyperplanes whose union ontains Ln (this algorithm is in P). Thenwe hek whether x lies on one of these hyperplanes: if it doesn't, we rejet;otherwise, we go to the next step. The ase dimLn = n is similar. We guessi 2 f0; 1gp(n) suh that dimAni = n. The generi path method yields atmost t(n) hyperplanes whose union ontains (Ln). It remains to hek if xbelongs to one of the hyperplanes. If it doesn't we aept, otherwise we goto the next step.At the beginning of the k-th step, we have omputed a system of equa-tions (with integer oeÆients) de�ning an aÆne subspae of dimensionn � k + 1 on whih x lies. We also know that the restrition of Ln to thisspae has the same struture as in the �rst step: Ln or its omplement,restrited to this spae, is inluded in the union of at most t(n) aÆne sub-spaes of dimension n � k. Using a boolean NP orale we an determinethese hyperplanes and then we either aept x, rejet x, or go to step k+1.This algorithm terminates after at most n steps. 2Remark 4 The three transfer theorems of this setion an be extendedto the ase of mahines with parameters. For example, let us show thatPH = �k ) PHRvs = �k+2Rvs . For any problem L 2 PHRvs there exist pa-rameters �1; : : : ; �p and a problem L0 2 PH0Rvs suh that (x1; : : : ; xn) 2 Li� (x1; : : : ; xn; �1; : : : ; �p) 2 L0. By Theorem 5, L0 2 (�k+2Rvs )0 under theassumption PH = �k. This implies that L 2 �k+2Rvs .
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